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Farewell, SIUC:
Last editorial of the millennium encourages graduates to follow their hearts, fulfill their dreams.

Ceremony:
Find out when and where graduation takes place.

Graduates:
Are you really graduating? Check and see if your name is on our list.

Fall 1999 Commemorative Graduation Issue
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Our Word

Where we've been; where we're going

After all the semesters of friends, books, teachers and tests, it's hard to believe this is the end of our undergraduate college careers. As we cross that stage to receive the piece of paper telling the world we know something of value, our sense of completion will surely be blurred by misty-eyed nostalgia.

Where we've been is a place of knowledge. But these hallowed halls have been about more than just book learning. Within these confines we have, hopefully, learned what it takes to be an adult. As they drilled facts, figures, theorems and concepts into our brains, our professors and administrators have constantly been sending out an underlying message — it's time to grow up. And with all of our collegiate experiences, who among us can say we haven't changed since we first arrived in Carbondale?

When we first step onto campus, we're indistinguishable parts in a puzzle of new places and faces. In time, some of those faces would become the friends we'll cherish for the rest of our lives. For all our friends not in cap and gown beside us and to those moving onto careers that will take them out of immediate lives, you will be missed, but never forgotten. Without your friendship, college would have been an incomplete experience. As we graduate, we should remember that our friends will be there long after we've forgotten, the fundamentals of argumentative logic and how to find the circumference of a circle.

And let's not forget the institution itself. SIUC, even in its transition state, is a great place to go to school. As we pass through life and people ask where we earned our degrees, we should proudly proclaim to be Salukis to the bone. SIUC, just like any other experience, depends on what you make of it. If you haven't, then you're most likely not ready to cross the stage, and this graduation column probably doesn't even apply to you — yet.

SIUC is new, and always will be, our home away from home. This campus has provided us an education, not just for life, but about life.

Truly, the real lessons to be learned in college have little to do with books, and our degrees mean much less than what we actually choose to do with them. Our world is a dynamic place wrought with darkness and light. We have the unique duty of being the first graduates to face a new era. (The year 2000 isn't the millennium, but it's close enough.) We have the duty to be the leaders of a new generation of hope. It is our task to make our degrees be more than money makers, but also idea generators so that we can make a difference in the lives of others. If every life has a purpose, then the universal mission should be to affect at least one person's life in a positive way. Do this and we will be not just part of the world, but the leaders of it.

So as we leave the Disneyland of college life behind and face a new unpredictable future, we must not forget what we've learned at SIUC — both in terms of our minds and our hearts.

First, follow your heart in all aspects of your life, and you'll never be unfilled in what you do.

Second, never forget where you've come from and how you got to be where you are. Do this and you'll never betray your beliefs. And finally, just like in college, life is a never-ending process of growth and discovering who you are and what you're capable of.

Where we're going is a place and time where indifferent thoughts and apathetic perspectives have no place. As we party like it's 1999, we've now become the future of the world. We have the duty to be the leaders of a new generation of hope. It is our task to make our degrees mean more than what we actually choose to do with them.

Marching on to graduation ceremonies

Rhonda Sciarra
Daily Egyptian

More than 1,300 students will receive degrees during morning and afternoon graduation ceremonies Saturday at SIU Arena.

Commencement exercises for students in the colleges of Agriculture, Applied Sciences and Arts, Business and Administration, Education and Engineering will take place at 9:30 a.m.

For students in the colleges of Liberal Arts, Mass Communication and Media Arts, Science and the law and graduate schools, commencement exercises will begin at 1:30 p.m.

Seating for parents, friends and families will be on a first-come, first-serve basis. Presidential Medal of Freedom winner Eugene M. Lang will receive an honorary degree from the College of Liberal Arts during the afternoon ceremonies.

Lang, a policy consultant to national governments and multi-national corporations, is known for his expertise in creating industrial projects and new technology ventures.
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Sponsored by the Daily Egyptian. Your newspaper with attitude!
Kroger Christmas Sale

Limit 3
12-oz. CANS SPRINT, SURGE, DIET COKE OR
Coca Cola
12-Pak
CARD SAVINGS UP TO 1.29 EA.

Limit 2
34-oz. BOX CASA BLANCA OR
Folgers Coffee
CARD SAVINGS UP TO 3.00

Less Than
40¢ A LB

Betty Crocker
59c
CARD SAVINGS UP TO .80

Limit 4
18-oz. BOX CASA BLANCA
CARD SAVINGS UP TO .80

Card SAVINGS UP TO .70 LB

CARD SAVINGS UP TO 1.39

Sara Lee Fruit Pies
1.99
CARD SAVINGS UP TO 2.00

 Tyson/Holly Farms
Chicken Breast
1.99
CARD SAVINGS UP TO 1.39

Mega Pack
Kroger Comforts
Diapers
9.99
CARD SAVINGS UP TO 3.70

Double Manufacturer's up to 50% COUPONS
TOP CASH FOR BOOKS

710 BOOKSTORE

We’ll pay top cash for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

Reserve Your Textbooks Now for Spring Semester

Reserve Your Textbooks Now for Spring Semester

Great Savings on SIU Apparel

NOBODY BEATS 710 NOBODY!
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS HERE.

HOMES WANTED

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

- Close to SIU
- Utilities included

- $450/month

- 3 blocks from campus, available in January

- Call 684-5399 or 684-5124

HOMES FOR RENT

1 bedroom

- Utilities included
- Available in February

- $400/month

- Call 684-5208

CALL OUR FREE RESUME SERVICES

- Complete the application below:
- Call 684-5021

FREE RESUME SERVICES

- Complete the application below:
- Call 684-5021

CAMPUS CENTER

- CLASSIFIEDS
- COMPLETE RESUME SERVICES
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At these prices, it's too bad we don't sell cars.

Maybe one day we will sell cars; food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You can save up to 40%, and you'll get your books in 1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure, try saying that about a mime SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Matthew Engberg
James Michael Nenonworthy
Joshua St. Symons
Christopher Gilbert Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Anne Marie Bader
Amy S. Bouse
Kevin James Reh
Elizabeth Margaret Campbell
Christina Kaye Crawford
Jay T. Curren
Sarah Louise Divines
Dawn Jo Gilbert-deGubda
John J. Nichols-Newhart
Matthew Milton Denk
Aubrey Meredith Frans
Jennifer Irene Flores
Jason A. Fraser
Nate Wayne Hayes
Taimmy Lynn Girod
Michael Golden
Kimberly Michelle Goodman
Alexandria Mary Gooden
Ethan C. Green
Stephanie G. Haag
Troy L. Hahn
Mason Higleya
Jeffrey Nicholas Hriczka
Saulita Kay Isae
Masashi Ishikawa
Angelina Marie Jimmott
Brenda Kay Kuhl
Rebecca Lee Kaut
Richard Anthony Kavan
Elsa M. Klein
Rebekah Lee Kronizer
Rebecca Jane Longshore
Jenni Leonard Madison
Clay Ryan Mark
Anthony Shawn Mays
Ryan PatrickMichael
Christina Rich Mings
Patrick E. Mion II
Dr. Kathleen Tansey
Dr. David Ray Phillips
Karon Elizabeth Solomon
Kelly Lynn Potts
Jenifer Lee Reh
Natalie Joan Rickenberg
Troy Thomas Rosenberg
Sarah Catherina Sanetti
Brian Joseph Sharpa
Nurullah Aktas
Brian A. Smoak achie
Mitsinori Takeda
Kevin Patrick Tanese
Nancy Lee Tenno
John D. Thomas
Leonard Wade Webster
Kris Lynne Wills
Trey Austin Williams, USN Ret.
Heather Alyssa Willis
Leah Annette Wolf
Jennifer Anna Zemola
Jason Charles Zib

COLLEGE OF MASS COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA ARTS

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Jaime Niel Kerang
Anita Emanuel Baram
Avery Enna hentai
Martin M. Bass
Leigh Ann Bedeke
Angela E. Taylor
Ariel Neeleman
Allan Stewart Cahn”
Siku Wil 7k Printed magna cum laude

Alida Tiaa Cool
Rebecca Lahir Cooy
Brian E. Craig
Peter Alan Craig” cum laude
Rachel Erin Bauman Dennis
Brian Benjamin Dodge
Cayli Lynne Dugdale
Leah Christiene Ehrhardt
Daniel Luis Espinosa
Craig A. Feighner
Druven Enoch
Andrew Wayne Gajda
Brian David Garza
Chesley Sherry Goldenberg
Jerrimea Cooper Gray
Sara Ann Hager
Cody Michael Hayin
Heung-Tae Hong
Song-Min Jeong
Hannah Marie Kennedy
Benedra Annette Koenig
Allyson Kook
Ray D. Kohlmann
Douglas Bryan Lenee
Rachel David Lewis
Jared Scott Lilly
Steven Lawrence Lindberg
Jennifer S. Mang
Michael Royce-Mayer
Sydney James Maxwell
Michael G. Montanez
Yukio Nakagawa
Nika Steven Neilen
Logan Stedman Neiman
Dylan P. Ogle
Reid Parker Parsons
Jared Mark Patzley
Vahid Shayan Pirooz
Jenni Erin Platt
Michael Joseph Pluehr
Mani du Baack Eames
Randall Davis Riddle
Shatt Embri
Michael John Schneider
Tiffany Dionne Smith
Sara Lee Spencer
Troy S. Stroek
Scott L. Stoing
Michael Joseph Stohl
Steven Matthew Teenhible
Michael James Tress
Christopher John Thuendl
Vedha Paul M. Vergara
David Frank Yeung
Sara Zoe Wong
Yan Sun Wong
Yan Sun Wong, magna cum laude
Smyth Anthony Wyatt
Jasikang Yoon

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Takushi Aone
Sara Beth Bass
Michael William Bjorkland
Charles G. Blake III
Veronika Blaschak
Courtney Valentine Brown
Jason Fred Campbell
Jared Jason Cole
Ryan Michael Foster
Lori Vacation Fratoni
Michael Alexander Fuller
Monique Gabrin
Sharice Lynn Gehrke, magna cum laude
Jessica Lee Halton
Samantha Lee Kim
Cynthia Ann McGee
Timothy Scott McGeehan
Matthew A. Minhaji
Midori Quina Neal
Daniel Jones
Dunna Yu
Jennifer Parke Rain
Jared Paul Roche
Ruth Paul Simmons
Matthew A. Simmons
Erika Ryan Sujak
Janah Thomas Watts
Lindon Wright Williams
Megan Stacie Williams

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

Bachelor of Arts

Yvonne A. Akintun
David Alain Bernard
Michael Jeffreys Bergley
Seychelle
Tijikie Michelle Cobb
Scott D. Conner
Samuel Ayre Crotier
Lee Ann Davis
Lee Ann Davis
Douglas G. Delmas cum laude
Johanna Deo
Monica Y. Deitley
Kane Mano Foote
Jennifer Anne Fees
Kevin Douglas Fox
Stacy Leigh Gabriel
Jeremy W. Halford
David Lee Hynes, Jr.
Heidiana Hulcher
James William Jackson
Mette Louise Jensen
George Christen Johnson
Gerard Edward Johnson
Nicholas Alan Jones
David Paul Keen
Kathleen B. Kenney
Matthew Stuart Lappin
Erika Marie Maksichek magna cum laude
Jeremy A. Makowski
Renee Alan Merner
Atheyn E. Pet
Christopher Alan Ramage
Michael Gregory Raymond
Carrie Lynn Sable
Tristan A. Salazar
Leigh Eric Salthus
Daphne Y. Smith
Shane Kevin Terry
Gregory Dale Tipp
Wesly Lee Usk
Michelle Vodner
Deidra G. Walker
Ted Jenny Walker
Victoria Marie Waliser magna cum laude
Diondra Michael White, Sr.
Senshi Yaguchi

Bachelor of Science

Spaul Mohamed Amrheen
Jaden M. Batts
Seychelle magna cum laude
Jessica Laine Clarke
Anita Marie Croese magna cum laude
Jared Carl DeAngelus
Renee Nicole Driscoll
James Francis Edward
Wesley Frank Elder
Erin L. Eubank
Thomas Lee Eustasy
Clymore Mont Frater
Trey Peter magna cum laude
David Brian Hites
David A. Herry
Christopher Paul Hertelbach
Eric Andrew Hoffman
Matthew Michael Hoffman magna cum laude
Shu Ishimoto
Alex A. Keszes
Mackenzie A. Keeley
Sofia Legrand III
Samuel M. Link
Charles Theodore McFarlin III
James Michael Mochael
Taghlmuzah Mouanadeh
Joe Miles Nelson magna cum laude
Jared David Oldani
Ryan Richard Oldani
James Lawrence Simpson magna cum laude
Scott Alan Simon
Stephanie Taylor
Jeffrey Scott magna cum laude
Wade J. Valler
Mary Jane Vergez magna cum laude
Laura Marie Williams